Abstract Multi-agent based planning techniques have been widely applied to various decision-making support applications. In this paper, we investigate how to apply multi-agent planning to collision avoidance in ship navigation. We have developed three multi-agent-based planning algorithms: the independent planning for self-benefit purpose, the centralized planning for union-benefit purpose and the negotiation-based planning for mutual-benefit purpose. Having introduced collision avoidance planning, we present the developed planning algorithm in detail. We also report the experiments and some results. The experimental results illustrate the feasibility and validity of the multi-agent planning for collision avoidance.
I. INTRODUCTION To improve the safety of ship navigation, many research efforts have been focused on developing intelligent collision avoidance systems such as expert systems and decisionmaking support systems [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . However, few of such systems can be applied to a real navigation. The main reason is that those systems were developed for making decision on collision avoidance for a single ship or own ship other than a group of ships. In the real navigation, an effective solution of collision avoidance involves the coordination, cooperation, and interaction among ships and human behaviors. One way to incorporate such coordination or interaction among multiple ships into decision-making processes is to apply multi-agent techniques to collision avoidance. Multi-agent system (MAS) is emerging as an important software model for next generation computing problems that deal with distributed tasks in dynamic and heterogeneous environments and interested in the behavior of a set of autonomous agents solving a given problem. Within a multi-agent system, agents are able to solve problems either on their own requirements or on cooperation among ships. A ship navigating at sea can be looked as a rational and intelligent agent in M\AS-based decision-making support systems, for a ship has the characteristics of personality, reactivity, adaptability, and autonomy that an agent might have. We have developed an M\AS-based collision avoidance system for ship navigation using M\AS techniques [8] . We focused on the design and implementation of the system architecture, agent BDI structure, and agent communication mechanism. In MASbased collision avoidance systems, collision avoidance planning is a principle component.
Planning in collision avoidance is to establish an effective and safe ship-handling procedure or plan that is a sequence of actions for achieving a collision avoidance goal. Multi-agent planning is a useful approach for collision avoidance planning. Several techniques are available, including distributed planning, centralized planning, plan reconciliation, and organizational analysis [9, 10, 11, 12] . We have developed three planning algorithms: the independent planning for self-benefit purpose, the centralized planning for union-benefit purpose and the negotiation-based planning for mutual-benefit purpose. These algorithms are developed for either a single ship's planning, or a group of ships' planning on collision avoidance. In this paper, focusing on the multiagent planning for collision avoidance, we present the developed algorithms and experimental results.
In Section 2, we describe collision avoidance plans; in Section 3, we present the developed multi-agent-based planning algorithms and give a brief overview of a multi-agent system; in Section 4, we report the experiments and results; and the final Section concludes the paper.
II. COLLISION AVOIDANCE PLAN
A. The representation ofa collision avoidance plan
We describe collision avoidance plan as an actual shiphandling procedure for collision avoidance. Figure 1 shows a typical procedure between two ships (noted as Ship AgentX). This procedure consists of four operation phases: holding, collision avoidance acting, returning to original course, and returning to scheduled route. In this work, we are focusing on the former three phases. To Risk Pref is used to measure the efficiency of the action and determined by a sum of the maximum risk (Macx Risk) and average risk (Ave Risk) among ships while a collision avoidance action is taken.
The preference function is given in Equation (8) . The larger the preference value is, the better the performance of a collision avoidance plan is. The plan with the maximal preference value is selected as an optimal plan in collision avoidance planning. Figure 3 . Based on the architecture of multi-agent-based systems and the characteristics of a Ship Agent, we developed three algorithms using multi-agent planning techniques [16] . B. Algorithm 1. independent planning with self-benefit purpose Independent planning for self-benefit purpose is developed for each individual ship, which plans its own collision avoidance plan and executes the plan without any communication and coordination with other ships. From the viewpoint of multi-agent planning, this algorithm is fully distributed. In this algorithm, a Ship_Agent searches its own solution space for feasible plans, and sort them with their preference value. The algorithm is shown in Table IV . The algorithm 2 consists of the several steps. First step is to create a union solution spaces by combining all solution space from each Ship_agent. Second step is to search potential solution from the ActionUnit-Action operation phase. For efficiency, we only search spaces of 0TYPE and 0TIME. For all possible 0 TYPE and OTIME, we create an action plan and add it to the queue. The last step is to evaluate each plan by computing their preference. A plan with maximal preference is selected and assigned to each Ship_Agent as the collision avoidance plan. D. Algorithm 3. negotiation-based planning with mutualbenefit purpose To overcome the limitation of Algorithm 1, we developed a negotiation-based planning algorithm with mutual-benefit purpose. Relying on the communication among ships, negotiation is to form a joint decision and make each ship reach an individual goal. Generally, the negotiation process consists of several negotiation cycles. Each cycle has an initiator and one or more responders, the former will propose its opinion (a selected plan) while the latter will respond on the proposals, accepting or rejecting the plan. There are two kinds of management strategies: an initiator selects and sends the next plan in its solution queue (strategy 1), and one of the responders is chosen as a new initiator for sending its proposed plan (strategy 2). The algorithm with these two strategies is described in Table VI.   TABLE VI Algorithm 3 relies on Algorithm 1. We assume that each Ship Agent can run Algorithm 1 to generate its own plans first. Then, Algorithm 3 will adjust these plans based on the negotiation among agents. In the end, a feasible and reasonable plan is established to benefit each ship and to avoid the inconsistence of the collision avoidance plans.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We implemented the proposed algorithms in a multiagent-based simulation system for collision avoidance. We conducted some experiments for validating the applicability and usefulness of these algorithms. In this section, we report some experimental results, which demonstrate how the developed algorithms work through a typical encounter situations between two ships. (b) show the encounter scenario of two ships with head on and crossing. Since the combined solution space is much larger than one of Algorithm 1, and the number of potential plans is lager as well. The optimal plans are displayed in the form of green line. In (a), the optimal plan (Ship_Agentl turns to right 400 and sails 8 minutes, Ship_Agent2 turns to right 100 and sails 8 minutes) has the preference value 13.673263, which is larger than 12.395982 (the sum of 4.417589 and 7.978393 of two Ship Agents' maximal preference). Comparing with Algorithm 1, the union plan is more rational, economic and safe although it takes a longer time to make plan. In (b), Ship Agent4 is planed to turn to left 400, while Ship_Agent3 keeps its own course and speed. This decision is reasonable because Ship Agent4 is faster than Ship_Agent3 (14 kts to 10 kts). In this paper, we proposed applying multi-agent planning techniques to collision avoidance planning. Considering the real navigation constrains and environments, we have developed three multi-agent-based planning algorithms: the distributed independent planning for self-benefit purpose, the centralized planning for union-benefit purpose, and the negotiation-based planning for mutual-benefit purpose. Having introduced collision avoidance plan, we presented three algorithms in details. We have implemented these algorithms on a multi-agent-based simulation system. We conducted some experiments for validating the usefulness and applicability of the proposed algorithms. The experimental results demonstrated that these algorithms are useful and applicable for making decision on collision avoidance. As future work, we will work on adding domain knowledge and intelligent methods into planning procedure for enhancing the algorithms. We also need to improve the negotiation strategies and performance in case of more complicated encounter situations. 
